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By
DAVID TOH and GREG UNSWORTH

An agile and robust Enterprise 
Risk Management framework 
can contribute to the success of 
an organisation’s strategy.
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A
ccomplishing business imperatives 
has become increasingly challenging 
due to technological change, 
globalisation and increased 

regulations. More often than not, businesses  
find themselves making regular and larger-than-
usual pivots in strategy.

Given the volatile and complex environment, 
a continued focus on risk governance is required 
to safeguard an organisation’s future and to help 
it navigate through rough seas. 

The board is ultimately responsible for providing 
strategy oversight for the organisation, which by 
extension then includes the governance of risk. 
To protect stakeholders’ interests and to avoid 
unacceptable levels of risk, the board needs to set 
the tone and direction for how an organisation 
approaches risks in the course of its business.  

Aligning strategy and risk
Boards do this by making certain that management 
adopt and implement an Enterprise Risk 
Management (ERM) framework that ensures risks 
are identified, evaluated, treated and monitored 
in accordance with its overall risk strategy, 
policy and appetite. 

However, a company’s strategic priorities are 
constantly changing to address external issues 
(such as trends and events) and whether internal 
capabilities are capable of responding to business 
challenges. Therefore, risk information, including 
risk appetites and tolerances, can quickly become 
misaligned and outdated unless routinely 
updated to reflect both current and future 
business climates.

A good starting point for better alignment would 
be to ask: “What are the strategic objectives?” and 
“What are the strategic initiatives?“. The answers 
can help organisations better understand their 
current risk processes and if these are able to 
support the company’s growth.

In many companies, risks are usually seen as 
a separate entity to strategic initiatives. Thus, 
gaps are created between risk plans and strategic 
objectives resulting in a perceived limited 
risk reduction. This suggests an insufficient 
understanding of risk, where organisations do 
not recognise that risk is an organic component of 
business strategies. Business owners are unaware 
of existing ERM programmes or planned 
development of risk management capabilities.

A new paradigm is therefore required whereby 
risk is assumed to be part of the business 
environment; with its effects felt in the catalysis, 
implementation, and eventual success or failure 
of business plans. 

Thus, coordination and communication between 
ERM teams and other business functions such 
as the senior management teams and planning 
groups must be improved. A greater risk 
expertise of ERM teams can then be woven 
into the decision-making process, through 
increasing the collective information pool. 
ERM teams would also create better designs of 
risk management activities aligned to both 
short-term and long-term strategies. 

Critically, business units would be more familiar 
with existing and future risk capability resources. 
The desired aim should lead to better integration 
of risk management plans and enhanced 
organisational performance, rather than an 
additional hindrance.

ERM basics are still important
Beyond embedding strategy and strategic 
thinking into risk management, an effective ERM 
is important for sustainable risk management.  

The key elements of an ERM includes a risk 
management process that starts with the 
identification of the risk strategy, risk policy 
and risk universe, through to risk mitigation 
and reporting. The process is governed by an 
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organisation construct, facilitated by a culture 
and people equipped with the appropriate risk 
management tools and technologies. (See box on 
the elements of a risk management framework).

Integrating risk and strategic   
decision-making
Yet, whichever ERM framework a company adopts, 
it is important that risk management is tightly 
integrated with strategic decision making. There 
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are many ways and places in the risk management 
framework where this can be done. The case 
studies following this article illustrates how three 
exemplary organisations from telecommunications, 
banking and healthcare industries align their risk 
management and strategic priorities.

• Starting at the top, the risk management strategy 
and policy for managing risk articulates the 
organisation’s commitment to risk management 
and what it seeks to achieve through the adoption 
of sustainable and practical risk management 
disciplines.

• At the core lies the risk management process. 
This process provides a consistent approach for 
considering risk that can be built into the way the 
organisation determines its strategy and other key 
decisions, and how it designs and executes its 
core business activities.  This step-by-step process 
helps to integrate the assessment, treatment, 
monitoring and communication of risk into the way 
the organisation goes about its business.

• How the organisation is structured to ensure that 
information on its risks and how they are managed 
forms one of the three key pillars supporting the 
framework. Risk intelligence is communicated to 
those that need to be aware of the information to 
make informed and timely decisions. 

• The second pillar focuses on Culture and People, 
and is required to ensure that the organisation has 
appropriate resources and skill sets to manage 
enterprise risks. It also articulates the organisation’s 
culture and core values towards risk management. 

• Finally, the Technology and Tools pillar provides the 
mechanisms the organisation uses to sustain the 
risk management process in an effective manner.

An Enterprise Risk Management Framework

2011 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. Reproduced with permission.
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